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About This Game

Always Higher is a single-player sci-fi adventure shooter.

The future semi-destroyed world is divided into hundreds of districts competing with each other. The central government is
weak. As the final encounter is approaching, confrontation between the two leading groups gets fierce. The only three things
you know are that you are an agent infiltrated into the enemy’s secret laboratory with the aim to steal important data, that you

need to escape, and that yours is a good cause.

But if it is so, why don’t you remember anything else?

The game uses all VR features available today to create an experience as immersive as possible. It’s not just a shooter or a
simple puzzle game. To accomplish the goal – just like in the non-virtual reality – you need to be quick, watchful and smart.
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Warning. The game requires SteamVR-compatible virtual reality headset with two tracked motion controllers and minimum 2x2
meter (6,6x6,6 ft) play area (however, 3x2 or more m is recommended).
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Title: Always Higher
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
AntiAnti
Publisher:
AntiAnti
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX970 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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This is the best game that nobody has. I bet this Steam release will change that.
The game lacks support and online play and I can only hope that one day it will be patched in by the community. Other than that
it's a completely unique game that requires both strategical planning and skillful timing. The single palyer challenge provides
hours of gameplay and multiplayer through LAN is truly a fun and interesting experience.

Edit: Turns out the community delivered a utility for online play and random generated maps long before my comment, search
for moonbase commander console on google.. One of the best games ever. But very hard so yea. And there is not any AI battles.
Like AI vs AI vs AI s you. Really bad unity engine cash grab. Not even playable really in its current state.. Bought it because
developers promised Linux\/Mac OS X version. They never released it.
They also stop support of game and there of number of unfixed bugs in WIndows version.

Don't buy it.. Baron Reaves went down on me on my second playthrough

10\/10 would play again.. Arcadecraft has a lot of potential to be a good fun game, but unfortunately a great idea with a poor
execution. The idea of having your own arcade is probably a fun idea for a lot of us that enjoy playing video games and this is
supposed to provide a good fun simulation of it.

Unlike another similar store simluation game, Recettear, Arcadecraft unfortunatly suffers from almost all aspect of what you
should NOT do in this type of game. The idea sounds simple, buy arcade cabinets, set a price and hope you will make a profit
from it. But in this game, it seems none of what you do matter and all it is becomes a repetitive dread of hitting spacebar, tab,
and enter.

Unlike Recettear, there is no point in choosing which cabinet to buy or to find an optimum price or placement of the machine,
despite what the game tells you that it does. All you need to do is to save up enough money to buy one of each cabinet, set it in
the store, and start smashing spacebar to collect money. Any price\/difficulty other than the default will result in an un-optimum
pay rates and it seems like cabinet placement gives little incentive\/consequence to how popular it will be.

Unless you are aiming for a high score to compare to other people, there is really no point or incentive to keep on playing the
game. If you can surive the first year with any profits, then you can't possibly lose the game if you just sell the old machine and
replace them with new machines. There isn't even any reason to decorate the store as it makes no impacts to the store's
popularity.

TL;DR, Arcadecraft is repetitive and boring, if you want a good store simluation game, go buy Recettear. Gigantic Army is a
really fun twist on the Contra formula because you have a jetpack, a dash move, a melee attack, and a shield to block bullets.

But for Steel Strider they took away the dash move and the shield, the very mechanics that made Gigantic Army so fun. The
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jetpack is all that's left to distinguish this from the Contra series (that and the doujin aesthetics). Major downgrade.. 
https://youtu.be/nB9pf5gpias

Once again the stakes are high as the dog girl protagonist is faced with a puddingless world. Meet increasingly weird enemies as
you and your bunny army blast through waves of enemies and ?unique? bosses.

Wackiness aside this is a pretty standard shoot-em-up game, however the ability to have custom formations for you bunny
blasters does give add good replayability and is a rare twist to the genre.. This may not look like its alot beceuse they are paper
zombies. Well I was wrong this is incredible fun and addicting the weapons feel like a blast to shoot. And it gets really intense
the later wave's. I own about 50 vive games so far and this one is definetly in my top 3 of them. Yeah its another wave defender
but this one is really good and not early access.
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This train have sexy doors and nice sound and the doors open in passengerview!. Only 19 reviews.
Overall mixed?
This game deserves better.
It was one of the first non-valve games i owned on steam and it was a very memorable expierence.
It is very difficult but if you like lunarlanderstyle gameplay this game is really awesome.
In my opinion totally underrated, I totally recommend it if you know how to map your mouse and keyboard controls to a game
pad, because then the game gets really stellar.. A true GE icon that shoul be a must purchase for any American train simmer.
The only problem is the sounds as they are reused from the Kuju Es44ac but that can be fixed with a sound mod from
Railworks America that gives the loco accurate sounds.. For this price, you really can learn a lot. For real driving. I mean,
parking( in real life, it's very important).So instructive!!!. You play as a shopkeeper desperately trying to sell his merchandise to
a ponytailed\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 How he does this is he makes up a story about the item in question that
will appeal to the nature of said\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
If you fail to do so he will go away without buying anything only to come back the next day so you can take another crack.

The reason I'm explaining this is so the reader is left with no illusions. I understood the concept and the story, I just didn't think
they were adequete. It is a mini-game you would put into a much larger adventure game, not much more. To compare this to
either Monkey Island or The Twighlight Zone is making abit of a stretch.

The art is decent, the writing above average, the voice acting isn't brilliant but passable. The fact of the matter is that this isn't
much of a game however. There are no puzzles to solve, just a random process of trial and error.
This is a shame. One gets the feeling that the developer could of made something much more.
Hopefully they will in the near future, there is potential.. ---THIS REVIEW DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY SPOILERS AT
ALL---

Quantum Conscience is an interesting visual novel with a twist. It gives the reader the chance to read minds of different
characters throughout the game and develop different relationships depending on how you use your gift.

The story in itself was pretty decent. Long story short: A guy gets kidnapped, he learned that his society was corrupted, he
joined a rebellion, he developed the gift of mindreading, he uses the gift for either good or evil. It isn't the best story but it isn't
bad either.

Story: 6\/10

The background is another story though. There are very few backgrounds throughout the game which is bad in itself according
to me, but all of them legit looks like someone scribbled a little on a paper and then just didn't care anymore. You can't even
make out what the background are supposed to be, even with the text describing the background.

Background: 1\/10

The characters all have been made pretty decent according to me. They all have some kind of personality that reacts realistically
depending on the situation. The character artwork was definitely better than the background but it's not good.

Characters: 7\/10

Unlike most Visual Novels, your choices doesn't appear as text boxes, but when you read the minds of other characters and
when you do not. These choices might also result in significant changes in the story.

If this is your first time reading a Visual Novel, I would suggest you to not start with reading this one as it might give you a bad
first impression of them. Instead, start with one of the masterpieces like the Danganronpa or Zero Escape series (assuming you
don't feel like anime artwork is a problem). I would only recommend this novel to someone who have read many different VN
before and wanted to read something a bit different.

Game overall: 5\/10. heres what i think of the game. The game has some bugs but other than that the game is preety fun to play
with friends or without friends. ive played all the junk jack versions and all of them are good.. Nothing works, even the tutorial.
Looks like it might be fun, but no way to know. Uninstalled and reinstalled twice, but no joy.. Good paintjobs. Click everything
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absently 1.000.000 times to discover the author's curious logic of interconnections between things in our world, sometimes it
can be funny. Thank God it's not set on timer, could be recommended just for that fact as a casual distraction. Still I would not
buy it for a cent.
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